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SHAKESPEARE, POPULARITY
AND THE PUBLIC SPHERE

In late Elizabethan England, political appeals to the people were
considered dangerously democratic, even seditious: the commons
were supposed to have neither political voice nor will. Yet such
appeals happened so often that the regime coined the word “popu-
larity” to condemn the pursuit of popular favor. Jeffrey S. Doty
argues that in plays from Richard II to Coriolanus, Shakespeare made
the tactics of popularity – and the wider public they addressed – vital
aspects of politics. Shakespeare figured the public not as an extension
of the royal court, but rather as a separate entity that, like the Globe’s
spectators who surrounded the fictional princes on its thrust stage,
subjected their rulers to relentless scrutiny. For ordinary playgoers,
Shakespeare’s plays offered good practice for understanding the
means and ends of popularity – and they continue to provide insight
to the public relations strategies that have come to define modern
political culture.

jeffrey s. doty is an assistant professor of English at the Univer-
sity of North Texas.
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